JOB POSTING

Junior Backend Software Engineer (m/f/d)
Berlin, full-time | Starting immediately

Car eWallet is driven by the vision to make self-driving cars truly autonomous by
providing them with the ability to facilitate transactions on their own. To do so, Car
eWallet is built on blockchain, turning it into one of the very first projects that makes use
of this groundbreaking technology in a real-world setup.
On our way to change the way people will experience mobility, we are looking for a
product-driven Junior Backend Developer to join our open-minded and agile team
consisting of developers, product people, business developers, designers, researchers,
and project managers.
As a Junior Backend Developer, you are a vital element of our team driving the
implementation of our platform’s core and use-case specific features. You bring along
good knowledge in software development and a high readiness to learn new things and to
solve challenging technological problems. You are excited to get involved in team
discussions, enjoy sharing knowledge and discover new technological possibilities
together with the team.
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Your responsibilities
-

Actively develop further the Car eWallet platform and implement use case specific
extensions to onboard new service providers to our network
Work with our technical operations team on automated deployment and
monitoring using Jenkins, Docker, etc.

Your profile
-

-

Completed studies in software engineering or applied computer science or
comparable education. Initial experience in professional software development is
a plus.
Advanced knowledge of development with Java EE and the corresponding
frameworks (Spring and Hibernate)
As a plus, experiences in permission-based Blockchain Technologies (e.g.
Hyperledger Fabric)
Good analytical skills
Ability to work in an agile team
Structured working style, initiative, organizational and team skills
Good command of spoken and written English, willingness to travel
A great Github repository or an impressive record of contributions on
Stackoverflow can compensate for shortcomings and, of course, are a good bonus.

Your benefits
-

Competitive salary, with regular compensation reviews
Free choice of hardware
Young and dynamic start-up environment
Team events (offsite, lunches, conferences, and more)
Company events (hiking, holiday party, and more)
Childcare and transportation allowance
Home office policy
Flexible work hours
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Prerequisites
A valid work permit and residence permit in Germany are prerequisites to apply.
We cannot support any Visa application process.

Please send your complete job application including your CV, motivation letter and
work examples to jobs@car-ewallet.de.

